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Much work with models involves symbolic mathematical concepts and their visual symbolic
partners called "maps". Sometimes, in sloppy presentations, no distinction is drawn between the
concept and its map. But for sound mathematical practice, it is best to maintain a sharp distinction
between the two. For one thing, the names assigned to the mathematical symbols often are those
coming directly from mathematics, while the corresponding names assigned to the map symbols are
chosen for graphical significance to make easier the tasks of representing and interpreting complex
models.

In this paper, it is proposed that the mathematical lattice and its graphical map counterpart, the
"closed hierarchy", have a powerful role to play in representing and interpreting models. This role
is defined in relation to "Constraint Theory" [1], a theory developed by George J. Friedman to
facilitate the construction, interpretation, and application of large models formed by aggregating a
collection of independently developed and tested submodels. We will refer to complex models
formed in this way as LAG models, which stands for Large, AGgregated models.

While Friedman did use graphics frequently in developing and presenting his Constraint Theory, he
emphasized the use of bipartite graphs. They have some unique advantages, but they do not satisfy
all of the graphical needs associated with the use of graphics to make the understanding and
interpretation of complex models significantly easier for the modeler.
This paper is intended to invoke the lattice and its graphical partner, the closed hierarchy, as a
means of adding significantly to the ease of interpretation of LAG models.

LATTICES

At the outset of our discussion of lattices, we assume that the reader has a knowledge of sets,
relations, and various kinds of graphical structures of the type given in [2].
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DEFINITIO . A finite lattice is a pair of sets {S, R}, where R is a relation formed from the set S
and, more particularly, it is a subset of the set S x S, which is the Cartesian product of the set S with
itself; such that the following conditions are satisfied:

NECESSARy Al~D SUFFICIEN I CONDIIIONS FORA FINIIE tAl IICE:

• The total number of elements in the set S (cardinality of the set S) is [mite
• For every pair of elements of S, i.e., for every element (x,y) of S x S, there is an

element w in S which constitutes the greatest lower bound (g. I. b.) of the pair
(x,y) of elements of S.

• For every pair of elements of S, i.e., for every element (x,y) of S x S, there is an element z i
S which constitutes the least upper bound (l.u.b.) of the pair (x,y) of elements ofS.
• The relation R is reflexive
• The relation R is antisymmetric
• The relation R is transitive

To every finite lattice there corresponds a graphical representation called a "closed hierarchy"
which has the following graphical attributes:

NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR A CLOSED HIERARCHY

• The hierarchy will consist of "boxes" and "arrows" that connect pairs of boxes in one
direction only
• Each box contains a single element, which is a prose statement
• Each arrow represents the same relationship between the box at its tail and the box at its
head, i.e., if there is a directed path from one box to another, it means that the element in the
first box is in a specified relationship to the element in the second box
• The total number of boxes (box cardinality = the number of elements) is finite
• The total number of paths from one box to another along the arrows (path cardinality = the
number of relationships) is finite
• There is a unique box in the closed hierarchy (the "top box") such that there is a directed
path from every other box in the closed hierarchy that connects to that box by means of that
path
• There is a unique box in the closed hierarchy (the "bottom box") such that there is a directe
path from that box to every other box in the closed hierarchy

When the subsets of S and the relationship R of the lattice are, respectively, contained in the boxes
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and represented by the arrows ofthe closed hierarchy, we will say that the latter is the "map" of the
lattice, and the lattice is the mathematical model of the map. It follows from this that if we are
given the map, we can construct the lattice, and vice versa. It is this interchangability property that
we will call "information congruence" that qualifies the lattice to serve as a foundational space
for a model, while qualifying the map to serve as a graphical representation of the model.

INCLUSION LATTICE FOR THE POWER SET

We shall attach particular value to a particular type of lattice, called the "inclusion lattice for the
power set", Lpl . For this purpose, we define a set of "variables" V = {VI' v2 , ... , vN } havingN
members, and the "power set" S(V) having 2N members. Table 1 shows various aspects af these
two sets for the case N = 3.

TABLE 1. ATTRIBUTES RELATED TO TH E POWER SET S(V) for N = 3

Number of elements ofY ".)

Number of elements ofS 8

The three elements of Y v ,v" v.

The eight elements of S <1>, v , v" v., (v , v,), (v,v), (v"v,), (v ,v"v.)

Number of levels in the closed hierarchy 4

Element at level I in the closed hierarchy <1>, the empty set

Elements at level 2 in the closed hierarchy v , v" v.

Elements at level 3 in the closed hierarchy (v, v,), (vl,v,), (v"v,)

Element at level 4 in the closed hierarchy (V1,V2,V,)

Table 2 shows various aspects of the two sets for the general case.
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TABLE 2. ATTRIBUTES RELATED TO THE POWER SET S(V) FOR THE CENERAL CASE

Number of elements of Y N

Number of elements ofS(Y) 2N

Number of levels in the closed hierarchy N+ I

umber ofelements at level I eNo, the number ofcombinations of things taken zero at a time = I,
(<D, the empty set)

Number of elements at level 2 CN
, the number of combinations ofN things taken one at a time

Number of elements at level 3 CN
" the number of combinations ofN things taken two at a time

Number ofelements at level k CN
, the number of combinations ofN things taken k at a time

Number ofelements at level N CN
N = I = SlY) = the number ofcombinations ofN things taken N at

a time

ENCODING THE POWER MAP

Before discussing the utility of Lpi , the "Power Lattice", the encoding of its information-congruent
Power Map boxes as a means of facilitating both computer representations and visual indexing will
be discussed.

Beginning with the power lattice (Lp1 )3' the power lattice for n = 3, Table 3 shows binary and
decimal coding applied to identify uniquely each box and level of its "Power Map", i.e., the closed
hierarchy corresponding to and information congruent with the Power Lattice.

TABLE 3. ENCODINC THE POWER MAP FOR N = 3 (A 4-LEVEL MAP)

LEVEL ELEME T(S) LYING IN THAT LEVEL BINARY CODE FOR DECIMAL CODE
ELEMENT(S) (BINARY EQUIVALENT)

I <D 000 a

2 v 100 4

v, 010 2

v, 001 I

3 v, v., 1 10 6

v , v~ 101 5

V." V, a I I 3

4 v, V" v, I I 1 7

From Table 3 it can be seen that for a 3-element Power Map, any single element in the Power Set
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can be uniquely represented either by a 3-digit binary code or by the decimal equivalent of the 3
digit binary code.

When the number of elements in the Power Lattice exceeds 3, the number of elements in the Power
Set will rise, as will the number of elements in the Power Map, due to the information-congruency
of the Power Lattice and the Power Map. For example, if the number of elements in the Power
Lattice is equal to 10, the number of elements in the Power Set will be two raised to the 10th power,
or 1,024. This poses issues of graphical representation, since the Power Map for this situation
would have 1,024 elements--a daunting condition for one who plans to use that Power Map to
represent a model.

When there are large numbers of elements in the Power Lattice, there are reasons to believe that
only a modest number of them playa significant role in analysis of a specific model. To illustrate
this point we mention a study carried out by George J. Friedman. He studied a large set of
equations from physics (over a thousand), and found that the maximum number of variables in any
one equation was seven. The average number was four. If anyone such equation is considered to
be a submodel of large model, which might have a large number of dimensions the height of the
Power Map would be very large, due to the large number of dimensions. The width would also be
very large, for the same reason. Still, if a Power Lattice has, let's say, a thousand levels, it is very
likely (at least for physical models) that only a very few of those levels, concentrated toward the
bottom of the Power Lattice, will come into play. Elements that don't come into play can be
represented by a single box in the Power Lattice, showing details only of those that are active in a
given situation. Likewise, levels of the hierarchy that don't come into play can be represented by a
single rectangle in the Power Lattice, in which the levels so represented are identified.

Table 4 generalizes the information given in Table 3 for the case = 3 to apply to any N. The
equivalent of the second column in Table 3 is omitted in Table 4 for simplicity.
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TABLE 4. ENCODING THE GENERAL POWER MAP

LEVEL BINARY CODE FOR DECIMAL CODE FOR
ELEMENT(S) ELEMENT(S)

1 000 ... 00 0
(N places)

2 100 ... 00 2N - 1

010 ... 00 2N - 2

001 ... 00 2N - 3

000 ..... 2--

000 ... 10 21 =2

000 ... 01 2° = 1

3 110 ... 00 2N-1 + 2N-2

101. .. 00 2N-1 + 2N-3

011 ... 00 2N-2 + 2N-3

. . . . . . . . . . .......

000 ... 11 21+ 2°= 3

... . ......... . ......

N+ 1 111. .. 11 2N
- 1

(N places)
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FR. ABSTRACT

Goal:

Determine whether a mathematical model is "well-posed".

Four Viewpoints of a Mathematical Model:

• A relation space, which provides foundation for all other work

• A family of submodels, information congruent with the relation space

• A bipartite graph, information compatible, but not information congruent with the family
of submodels, providing topological properties of the model's relations and variables

• A constraint matrix that is information congruent with the bipartite graph, and is amenable to
computer processing

Fundamental Application Concepts:

• Model Consistency

• Computational Allowability

Classes of Mathematical Relations:

• Discrete. (Point-constrains all its variables)

• Interval. (Interval-constrains all its variables)

• Continuum. (Either point-constrains or interval-constrains)

• Regular. A subclass of continuum.

• Universal. (Does not constrain the range of any single variable.)
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CORRESPONDENCES: GRAPH PROPERTIES AND CONSTRAINT PROPERTIES

GRAPH PROPERTY CONSTRAINT PROPERTY

Separate Parts Variables located in different parts of the model graph,
each part being internally connected, are always
mutually consistent, but computations performed on
them are never allowable.

Tree Structure of Universal relations All variables are mutually consistent

Tree Structure of Regular relations All variables are consistent. No variable can be point-
constrained

Circuit-Cluster Portions of Model Graph of Regular Only possible locations for point constraint and
relations overconstraint to occur, for set of Regular relations

Basic nodal square in a circuit-cluster portion of a Identifies point constraints
Model Graph of Regular relations

Topological concepts, such as circuit rank, circuit index Used to extract basic nodal squares from circuit-cluster
and constraint potential portion of model graph

CONSTRAINT PROGRAM: IS A GIVEN MODEL CONSISTE T?

STEP NOTES

I. Locate Intrinsic Constraint Sources

2. Allow Intrinsic Constraint Sources to transmit
constraint throughout the model graph.

3. Check those variables that are subjected to
overlapping domains of propagated constraint.
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CONSTRAINT PROGRAM: IS A PRESCRIBED COMPUTATION ALLOWABLE?

STEP NOTES

I. Check global connectivity.

2. Check global dimensionality.

3. Chart flow of extrinsic point constraint from the set
of independent variables.
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FR. PAGE 19-20.

Goal (revised):

Determine whether a mathematical model is well-posed, by providing a basis for the automatic
determination of:

• Whether a model is overconstrained

• Whether a model is underconstrained

• Whether a model is consistent

• Whether a given requested computation is allowable

and make the foundation sufficiently general so it can treat diverse mathematical forms, including:

• Linear forms

• Nonlinear forms

• Discrete forms

• Inequality forms

and

• Construct algorithms to relieve the person from some of the burdens of Constraint Analysis in
large heterogeneous models

BUT DO NOT RELIEVE THE HUMAN OF JUDGME T DECISIONS, e. g.

• Choice of Variables

• Abstraction of the Original Equations

• Finding modifications to be made to the model, when notified of its deficiencies
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FROM CHAPTER 3.

WHAT THIS CHAPTER COVERS:

• Distinctions between a model and computations performed on it

• Four points of view toward a model

• Formats for computational requests and system replies

• Rigorous formulation of "the problem"

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL:

It is the set oflaws and relationships which describe the structure and characteristics of the situation
under study.

COMPUTATION:

It is a set of algorithms (based on the mathematical model) which answers a question about the
behavior or internal structure of the mathematical model.

FOUR REPRESENTATIONS OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL:

• .A in K-Space (.A is the allowable set of points in K-space which satisfies the chosen

relationship; i.e., it is "the relation itself') (K-space is the space required to portray a set of
variables which contains K members. K-space is also the Cartesian product of the set of variables,
i.e., it is A x A, where the set of variables is designated by A. Each variable represents a
characteristic of the situation, i.e., an abstraction of one of the characteristics of interest to the
modeler. The variable v refers to a set of allowable values for the characteristic.)

For example, the characteristic might be distance, the variable might be d, and the set of allowable
values might be the real numbers. Or the characteristic might be a gear ratio, the variable might be
g, and the allowable values might be the positive rational numbers. A characteristic might be color,
represented by variable c, with allowable values being {red, orange, blue, and white}.

A relation among a set A of variables is the set of points in K-space that satisfies the relationship.
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Each relationship has a name, designated by a lower case Greek letter. A set of relationships is
designated by a capital Greek letter, and the set of all the relationships of a model is designated as
~.

If a particular relationship is designated as 1fT, then the subspace ofK-space (the relationships
corresponding to 1fT) is designated as AlIJo

Subspaces in K-space--l. Certain subspaces in K-space are defined, in order to make it easier to
discuss what goes on in K-space. The following subspaces are defined:

• The Null Space (which is sometimes called weird N and sometimes called <1»

• The Forbidden Space for a relationship 8, which is designated weird Fe.

• The View Space for a subset ofK-space, designated weird V't , where -r refers to a designated
subset of variables (dimensions) in K-space.

Relations in K-Space. Certain special relations in K-space are defined, in order to make it easier to
deal with subrelations in that space.

• The Projection R~/'tofaRelation B,.defined in View Space V't (where -r is a subspace ofK-space)
onto a View Space V~ (where V~ is a subspace of V" and both are subspaces ofK-space), is that
unique Relation existing in View Space V~ that is information-congruent with its own intersection
with the Relation R..

• The Extension R ~ u 't of a Relation R~ defined in View Space V~ by appending View
Space V't' consists of that relation defined in a new View Space V~ u 't formed from the

union ofV~ and V't, and whose Projection onto the View Space V~ is V~. Note that the Inverse
Projection of an Extension of a relation is always the same as the original relation. However the
Inverse Extension of a Projection of a relation is not, in general, the same as the original relation.

Subspaces in K-Space--2.

• The irrelevant

•
•
•
• The Generalized Relation <1>* of a Relation

•
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• Family of Equations (the term Family of Submodels is also used, e.g. on page 25)
(The term "Set of Relations" is also used, e.g. on page on page 30). This representation is
described as the "most practical format for describing models and algorithms.

Each submodel (each equation) (each relation) is named with a lower-case Greek letter.
Each variable (dimension) is named with a lower-case Roman letter.

The set of all the relations is designated by the upper-case Greek letter ~ (page 27), but other upper
case Greek letters are used in the same way, such as n (page 30).
The cardinality ofthat set is the same as the number of submodels (equations) (relations).

The "Family of Relations" is information-congruent with
"A in K-space".

• Bipartite Graph

• Constraint Matrix

•
•
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